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The
Inrun
The Inrun is the position held from the top of thejum

until
thetake-off. Thekey elements of this positionare:
The jumper's center of gravity is positioned over the feet.
The upper body is parallel to the jump slope at all times.
The upper body is naturally elongated not hunched or

rounded.
Arms are straight and extended with the palms facing in or
up.
The knees are pushed forward over the feet.
The shins are angled forward not at 90 degrees.
The depth of the thighs depends upon feeling, strength,
speed and ability to execute a proper take-off.
The head is held slightly above ie's natural position. The
eyes should.focus 10 to 15 feet in front of the ski tips.
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The
Take-off
end of the jump. The
The take off beginsjust prior to the
take-off are:
key elements of the

harmonious
The take-off move is done in one quick,
from the inrun
powerful fashion in order to move the jumper
position to the flight position.
create all
The take-off is done in such a way that the legs
the power.
not shift to the toes.
Weight remains centered and does
and is
T h e upper body moves forward in a horizontal plane
tale-off.
not used to increase power or effect during
the thighs and power is
movement is initiated

by

Forward

applied down through the knee joint.
The legs straighten through the knee and hips

as

the shin

in the inrun position.
The feet remain behind the forward movement of the legs.
The legs do not straighten until after they leave the jump.
The head position is natural..not raised or lowered.

angle remains the same

as

The
Flight

and ends with the
The flight begins after the take-off
flight are
landing. The key elements of the

the body are symmetrical.
The left and right side of
controlled position throughout the
.The body is held in a

whole flight.
held parallel to the skis.
The back is elongated and
The shoulders are held naturally.
the body with the hands
The arms are held straight along

held with open palms.
The knees are locked back.
towards the knees and pointed
T h e feet are pointed up
skis.
achieve aV position with the
to
order
out
in
slightly
the chin with the eyes
The head is held with a slight lift of
focused well down the hill.

The

Landing

The landing is executed ina telemark fashion. The key

elements ofthe landingare

The landing is controlled throughout the change from the
flight position into the telemark landing position.
The center of gravity is positioned between the feet.
The upper body raises from the flight position and is

perpendicular to the slope upon landing.

The arms are raised up and outward to shoulder height.
T h e hips move forward and beneath the body from the flight

position.
The dominant knee moves forward.

Bend the legs slightly with the front leg distinctively bent

and held steady.
T h e head is held in a natural position with the eyes focused

forward.

